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Question: 1
What statements are true regarding the Definition of Done?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

It is used to increase transparency.
It creates a shared understanding of what finished work means.
It is a checkoff list of things that must be done before a Sprint can be closed
It defines the details of each Scrum event.
It helps the Scrum Team to forecast the amount of Product Backlog items planned for a Sprint

Answer: A, B, E
Explanation/Reference:
Scrum Guide The Definition of Done is a formal description of the state of the Increment when it meets
the quality measures required for the product. The moment a Product Backlog item meets the Definition
of Done, an Increment is born. The Definition of Done creates transparency by providing everyone a
shared understanding of what work was completed as part of the Increment. If a Product Backlog item
does not meet the Definition of Done, it cannot be released or even presented at the Sprint Review.
Instead, it returns to the Product Backlog for future consideration. If the Definition of Done for an
increment is part of the standards of the organization, all Scrum Teams must follow it as a minimum. If it
is not an organizational standard, the Scrum Team must create a Definition of Done appropriate for the
product. The Developers are required to conform to the Definition of Done. If thereare multiple Scrum
Teams working together on a product, they must mutually define and comply with the same Definition of
Done.

Question: 2
As a Product Owner, why should you have awareness of the software quality and that the Scrum
Team conforms to the Definition of Done?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

To influence the product's Total Cost of Ownership.
He doesn't need to be concerned as it is the responsibility of the Developers
To be able to assign Developer tasks more effectively.
To ensure the team maintains high velocity.
To have full transparency on the work that was done.

Answer: A, E
Explanation/Reference:
As a value maximizer, the Product Owner is accountable for maximizing the value of the product
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resulting from the work of the Scrum Team. Quality could be criteria of measurement for what is
being produced. Collecting customer, user, and stakeholder's feedback might help understand if the
quality of what is being produced is satisfactory or not

Question: 3
As a Product Owner, which of the following would help you minimize waste in managing the Product
Backlog?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Ensure that Product Backlog items are written in a clear and unambiguous way.
Have the Business Analyst manage the Product Backlog
Only fully describe Product Backlog items when they are likely soon to be worked on.
Ensure that the Product Backlog items include a detailed description of the technical solutions.

Answer: A, C
Question: 4
Which of the following would be a topic at the Sprint Review?
A.
B.
C.
D.

How the Scrum process was followed during the Sprint.
The product Increment.
All of the above
Engineering and test practices.

Answer: B
Explanation/Reference:
Scrum Guide The purpose of the Sprint Review is to inspect the outcome of the Sprint and determine future
adaptations. The Scrum Team presents the results of their work to key stakeholders and progress toward
the Product Goal is discussed.

Question: 5
What is likely to happen if the Product Backlog is not sufficiently clear enough at the Sprint Planning?
(choose the best answer)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Nothing would happen.
The meeting is postponed until enough refinement is done to the Product Backlog.
The Scrum Master has failed and should be replaced with a more experienced person.
The Product Owner compensates with a clear Sprint Goal
It will cause difficulties for the Scrum Team in creating a forecast of work for the Sprint.

Answer: E
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